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The fifth book in the O's Little Books and Guides series.
A thoughtful collection of soul-soothing writing, O's Little Book of Calm & Comfort is the antidote to life's
trying times.
Featuring essays and interviews from some of the most celebrated contributors to O, The Oprah Magazine,
this heartening collection offers solace, wisdom, and connection. Among the highlights: Nora Ephron on the
state of rapture that comes from curling up with a good book; Maeve Binchy on the blessings of friends; and
a stirring conversation between Oprah and the American Buddhist nun Pema Chodron that reveals how the
pain we experience can create the possibility of a more joyful life. Together, these pieces from great writers
and celebrated thinkers serve as a reminder that however tumultuous life may become, the world has
beauty, kindness, and love enough to see us through.
Since its record-breaking launch in 2000, O, The Oprah Magazine has been a trusted and beloved source of
compelling stories and empowering ideas. Reaching twelve million readers each month, the content of O.
Magazine, stamped with Oprah Winfrey's unique vision, encourages confident, intelligent women to reach
for their dreams and make the choices necessary to lead happier, more fulfilling lives. Their range of O's Little
Books include such topics such as Happiness, Friendship and Starting Over.

ADVANCE INFORMATION

You Don't Have to Be a Shark
Creating Your Own Success
Robert Herjavec
Non-Fiction
Business, Finance & Management
Macmillan US
St. Martin's Griffin
ISBN 9781250130822

INR 450

Pub Date June 15, 2017

Extent 288pp

Paperback

Royal

From the Shark Tank star comes a business book in which he transcends the business world, helping
us all learn the art of persuasion in order to get ahead in our personal and professional lives
Many people assume that effective sales ability demands a unique personality and an aggressive
attitude. It's not true, and Robert Herjavec is proof. Known as the "Nice Shark" on the ABC's hit show
SHARK TANK, Robert Herjavec is consistently selected the most popular "shark" by viewers, who
respond to his affable nature. He has developed an honest and genuine approach to life and selling
that has set him apart from his cut-throat colleagues, and rewarded him with a degree of wealth
measured in hundreds of millions of dollars, and a level of fame and respect that most people can only
imagine.
In You Don't Have to Be a Shark, Robert transcends pure sales technique and teaches the "nonbusinessperson" what they need to know in order to sell themselves successfully. We are each our own
greatest asset, and in order to achieve our goals, we need to be able to communicate with others,
position ourselves and even look the part. Robert's philosophy is simple: Great salespeople are made,
not born, and no one achieves success in life without knowing how to sell. Entertaining, enlightening
and effective, You Don't Have to Be a Shark will reveal the secrets of one of North America's most
successful businessmen, who also happens to be one of today's most prominent TV personalities. All is
delivered in a friendly, down-to-earth manner, and filled with anecdotes and observations to support
its hard-nosed advice.

Author Bio:
ROBERT HERJAVEC is the author of Driven and The Will to Win, both international bestsellers. In
addition to his regular spot on Shark Tank, Robert Herjavec is a popular guest on local and network TV.
JOHN LAWRENCE REYNOLDS is the award-winning author of more than two dozen fiction and nonfiction works baring the names of corporate CEOs, politicians, and celebrities. His awards include a
National Business Book Award and two Arthur Ellis Awards for Best Mystery Novel.
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Book of the Year
- The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Time Out and Outlook
Winner of the Sahitya Akademi Award
Ramachandra Guha’s India after Gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains, struggles, humiliations and glories of the
world’s largest and least likely democracy. A riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have rocked a giant
nation, and of the extraordinary individuals and institutions who held it together, it established itself as a classic when it
was first published in 2007.
In the last decade, India has witnessed, among other things, two general elections; the fall of the Congress and the rise of
Narendra Modi; a major anti-corruption movement; more violence against women, Dalits, and religious minorities; a
wave of prosperity for some but the persistence of poverty for others; comparative peace in Nagaland but greater
discontent in Kashmir than ever before. This tenth anniversary edition, revised and expanded, brings the narrative up to
the present.

Published to coincide with seventy years of the country’s independence, this definitive history of modern India is the work
of one of the world’s finest scholars at the height of his powers.

Reviews
‘Finally, here is a history of democratic India that is every bit as sweeping as the country itself. A magisterial work’
Financial Times
‘Guha has given democratic India the rich, well-paced history it deserves’ Washington Post
‘An insightful, spirited and elegantly crafted account of India since 1947’ Times Literary Supplement
‘India after Gandhi is a magnificently told history of the world’s largest democracy. It is a riveting story with unforgettable
characters and towering challenges, immense greatness and extraordinary venality, soaring hopes and profound
disappointment’ India Today
‘It is a formidable undertaking to write in a single volume a history of this vast country … Keeping in proportion the
separate elements of so huge and sprawling a history calls for the finest judgement … Guha rises noble to the challenges:
his history is as comprehensive, balanced and elegantly crafted as any reasonable reader could expect ’ The Spectator
‘Indian democracy’s pre-eminent chronicler’ Time

Ramachandra Guha was born in Dehradun in 1958, and educated in Delhi and Calcutta. He has taught at the universities
of Oslo, Stanford and Yale, and at the Indian Institute of Science. He has been a Fellow of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin,
and also served as the Indo-American Community Chair Visiting Professor at the University of California at Berkeley.
After a peripatetic academic career, with five jobs in ten years in three continents, Guha settled down to become a full-time
writer, based in Bengaluru. His books cover a wide range of themes: they include a global history of environmentalism, a
biography of an anthropologist-activist, a social history of Indian cricket, and a social history of Himalayan peasants. His
entire career, he says, seems in retrospect to have been an extended (and painful) preparation for the writing of India After
Gandhi.
Guha’s books and essays have been translated into more than twenty languages. The prizes they have won include the UK
Cricket Society’s Literary Award and the Leopold-Hidy Prize of the American Society of Environmental History. In 2008,
Prospect and Foreign Policy magazines nominated Guha as one of the world’s one hundred most influential intellectuals. In
2009, he was awarded the Padma Bhushan for services to literature and education. In 2015, he was awarded the Fukuoka
Prize for contributions to Asian culture and scholarship.

Selling Points


Updated and expanded 10th anniversary edition.
The definitive history of India since its Independence.



Well-established classic.



India After Gandhi has sold over 2,00,000 copies worldwide and counting.



Ramachandra Guha is a world-renowned, bestselling historian and scholar.



The go-to book for students, scholars, historians and general readers.



ADVANCE INFORMATION

To Die in Spring
Ralf Rothmann
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Picador

ISBN 9781509812851

INR 599

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 208pp

Hardback

Demy

The German bestseller, a beautifully told and heart-breaking story of a friendship tragically
interrupted by war.
'A sublime novel of damaged lives - and of fathers and sons.' Der Spiegel
Walter Urban and Friedich 'Fiete' Caroli work side by side as hands on a dairy farm in northern Germany.
By 1945, it seems the War's worst atrocities are over. When they are forced to 'volunteer' for the SS, they
find themselves embroiled in a conflict which is drawing to a desperate, bloody close. Walter is put to work
as a driver for a supply unit of the Waffen-SS, while Fiete is sent to the front. When the senseless bloodshed
leads Fiete to desert, only to be captured and sentenced to death, the friends are reunited under catastrophic
circumstances.
In a few days the war will be over, millions of innocents will be dead, and the survivors must find a way to
live with its legacy.

Author Bio:
Ralf Rothmann is a German novelist, poet, and dramatist. To Die in Spring, his eighth novel, but the first to
be published in the UK, has been a bestseller in Italy and in Germany, where it has sold 60,000 copies in
hardcover, and is being translated into twenty-four languages.
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The Treehouse Fun Book 2
Andy Griffiths & Jill Griffiths
Children
Juvenile Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Macmillan Children's Books

ISBN 9781509848553

INR 350

Pub Date July 27, 2017

Extent 194pp

Paperback

B Format

Climb into the world of the bestselling Treehouse series and join Andy, Terry and Jill in this second
Fun Book packed with even more activities, games and treehouse trivia!
Stuff to write! Pictures to draw! Puzzles to solve! And so much more . . .
Grab your Treehouse passport and jump into the crazy world of the bestselling Treehouse series by Andy
Griffiths and Terry Denton. In this activity book, join Andy, Terry and Jill for an adventure like no other as
they combine animals, create magical kingdoms, time-travel, solve crosswords, search for words, colour and
scribble, spot the difference, find the odd one out, crack codes and so much more!
So what are you waiting for? Come on up!

Author Bio:
Andy Griffiths is Terry's best mate. He is also Australia's number-one children's author! His books,
including the popular Treehouse series, have been hugely successful internationally, winning awards and
becoming bestsellers in the UK and the USA as well as in his homeland. Andy thrives on having an
audience: he has worked as a high-school teacher, been the lead singer in a rock band and a stand-up
comedian. He is a passionate advocate for literacy, has two daughters and lives in Melbourne, Australia.
Terry Denton is Andy's best mate. He is also a bestselling and award-winning writer and illustrator based in
Melbourne, Australia. Among other things, he worked on the Horrible Science series for Scholastic UK. He
lives by the beach with his wife and three kids.
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The Story Tree
Tom Percival
Children
Juvenile Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Macmillan Children's Books

ISBN 9781509842179

INR 350

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 176pp

Paperback

B Format

Meet Jack and his talking chicken Betsy, Red, Rapunzel, Hansel and Gretel, and a host of other Little
Legends as they have fantastic new adventures!
It's time to save Tale Town!
Tale Town is on lockdown as Mayor Fitch prepares for an attack from the trolls. Desperate to gain the trolls'
magical power, he is encouraging a war and gambling his town's safety on his quest for magical power.
The children of Tale Town learn from their troll-child friend that Hurrilan, the leader of the trolls, is
planning an attack. They must move fast to save their troll friend from danger, release Rufaro from
Hurrilan's crystal ball and convince the people of Tale Town of Fitch's evil plan. All seems lost until a leaf
from the story tree changes everything . . .

Author Bio:
Tom Percival grew up in a remote and beautiful part of South Shropshire. On reflection this seemed rather
more remote than beautiful, owing to the fact that he lived in a small caravan without electricity, mains
water or any sensible form of heating. He thinks that he's probably one of the few people in his peer group to
have learned to read by gas lamp.
Having established a career as a picture-book author and illustrator, Little Legends is Tom Percival's first
foray into the world of writing chapter books for young readers.
The idea for Little Legends was developed by Tom Percival and Made in Me, a digital creative studio
exploring new ways for technology and storytelling to inspire the next generation.
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The Rome Affair
Karen Swan
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Pan

ISBN 9781509838028

INR 399

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 480pp

Paperback

B Format

Another compulsive, page-turning novel from the internationally bestselling author of The Paris
Secret.
The glamorous capital city of Italy is brought to startling life in The Rome Affair, a compelling summer
novel by Karen Swan.
1974 and Elena Damiani lives a gilded life. Born to wealth and a noted beauty, no door is closed to her, no
man can resist her. At twenty-six, she is already onto her third husband when she meets her love match. But
he is the one man she can never have, and all the beauty and money in the world can't change it.
2017 and Francesca Hackett is living la dolce vita in Rome, leading tourist groups around the Eternal City
and forgetting the ghosts she left behind in London. When she finds a stolen designer handbag in her dustbin
and returns it, she is brought into the orbit of her grand neighbour who lives across the piazza - famed
socialite Viscontessa Elena dei Damiani Pignatelli della Mirandola. Though the purse is stolen, Elena greets
the return of the bag with exultation for it contains an unopened letter written by her husband on his
deathbed, twelve years earlier.
Mutually intrigued by each other, the two women agree to collaborate on a project, with Cesca interviewing
Elena for her memoirs. As summer unfurls, Elena tells her sensational stories, leaving Cesca in her thrall.
But when a priceless diamond ring found in an ancient tunnel below the city streets is ascribed to Elena,
Cesca begins to suspect a shocking secret at the heart of Elena's life.

Author Bio:
Karen Swan began her career in fashion journalism before giving it all up to raise her three children and a
puppy, and to pursue her ambition of becoming a writer. She lives in the forest in Sussex, writing her books
in a treehouse overlooking the Downs. Her books include Christmas at Tiffany's, Summer at Tiffany's, The
Perfect Present, Christmas in the Snow and Christmas on Primrose Hill.
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The Reason You're Alive
Matthew Quick
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Picador

ISBN 9781509840809

INR 599

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 320pp

TPB

Royal

After sixty-eight-year-old David Granger crashes his BMW, medical tests reveal a brain tumor that he
readily attributes to his wartime Agent Orange exposure. He wakes up from surgery repeating a name no one
in his civilian life has ever heard - that of a Native American soldier whom he was once ordered to
discipline. David decides to return something precious he long ago stole from the man he now calls Clayton
Fire Bear. It might be the only way to find closure in a world increasingly at odds with the one he served to
protect. It might also help him finally recover from his wife's untimely demise.
As David confronts his past to salvage his present, a poignant portrait emerges: that of an opinionated and
goodhearted American patriot fighting like hell to stay true to his red, white, and blue heart, even as the
country he loves rapidly changes in ways he doesn't always like or understand. Hanging in the balance are
Granger's distant art-dealing son, Hank; his adoring seven-year-old granddaughter, Ella; and his best friend,
Sue, a Vietnamese-American who respects David's fearless sincerity.
Through the controversial, wrenching, and wildly honest David Granger, Matthew Quick offers a nononsense but ultimately hopeful view of America's polarized psyche. By turns irascible and hilarious,
insightful and inconvenient, David is a complex, wounded, honorable, and ultimately loving man. The
Reason You're Alive examines how the secrets and debts we carry from our past define us; it also challenges
us to look beyond our own prejudices and search for the good in our supposed enemies.

Author Bio:
Matthew Quick is the New York Times bestselling author of several novels, including The Silver Linings
Playbook, which was made into an Oscar-winning film, The Good Luck of Right Now, and Love May Fail.
His work has been translated into more than thirty languages and has received a PEN/Hemingway Award
Honorable Mention. Matthew lives with his wife on North Carolina's Outer Banks.
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The Olive Tree
Lucinda Riley
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Pan

ISBN 9781509824755

INR 399

Pub Date July 27, 2017

Extent 608pp

Paperback

B Format

A stunning contemporary novel from the top ten Sunday Times bestselling author, Lucinda Riley
This title is also published as Helena's Secret.
The Olive Tree is the number one international bestseller from Lucinda Riley, author of the bestselling Seven Sisters
series.
A magical house. A momentous summer.
It has been twenty-four years since a young Helena spent a magical holiday in Cyprus, where she fell in love for the
first time. When the now crumbling house, 'Pandora', is left to her by her godfather, she returns to spend the summer
there with her family.
Yet, as soon as Helena arrives at Pandora, she knows that its idyllic beauty masks a web of secrets that she has kept
from William, her husband, and Alex, her son. At the difficult age of thirteen, Alex is torn between protecting his
beloved mother, and growing up. And equally, desperate to learn the truth about his real father . . .
When, by chance, Helena meets her childhood sweetheart, a chain of events is set in motion that threatens to make her
past and present collide. Both Helena and Alex know that life will never be the same, once Pandora's secrets have
been revealed . . .
Author Bio:
Lucinda's novels include The Seven Sisters, a seven-book series telling the story of adopted sisters and based
allegorically on the mythology of the famous star constellation. Book one, The Seven Sisters, and Book two, The
Storm Sister, have been No. 1 bestsellers in Europe, and the rights to a multi-season TV series have already been
optioned by a Hollywood production company. The Storm Sister has been nominated for the prestigious Premio
Bancarella literary prize in Italy.
Lucinda is also the author of a contemporary novel The Olive Tree, set during one long hot summer in Cyprus, and
based on a family holiday. Lucinda and her son Harry have personally narrated the audiobook together.
She is also rewriting and releasing a number of books originally published when writing under her maiden name of
Lucinda Edmonds, including The Italian Girl and The Angel Tree.
Lucinda lives with her husband and four children on the North Norfolk coast in England and West Cork, Ireland.
When not writing, travelling or running around after her children, she loves reading books that she hasn't written with
a glass or two of Provençal rosé!
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The Hearts of Men
Nickolas Butler
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Picador

ISBN 9781509827916

INR 599

Pub Date June 15, 2017

Extent 400pp
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From the bestselling author of Shotgun Lovesongs, an unforgettable novel about fathers and sons, the
tough lessons of adulthood, and what it means to be a good man, set over five decades in a changing
America.
Camp Chippewa, 1962. Thirteen-year-old Nelson, loner and over-achiever, is nicknamed the Bugler as he
proudly sounds the reveille each morning. This is the summer that everything changes, marking the
beginning of Nelson's uncertain friendship with a popular boy named Jonathan, and the discovery of his
father's betrayal.
As time moves on, Nelson, irrevocably scarred from the Vietnam War, becomes Scoutmaster of Camp
Chippewa, while Jonathan marries, divorces, and transforms his father's business. When something
unthinkable happens during a visit from Jonathan's grandson and daughter-in-law, the aftermath tests the
depths - and the limits - of Nelson's selflessness and bravery.
The Hearts of Men is a lyrical, wise and deeply affecting novel about the slippery definitions of right and
wrong, family and fidelity, and the redemptive power of friendship.

Author Bio:
Nickolas Butler was born in Pennsylvania and raised in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. His award-winning debut
novel, Shotgun Lovesongs, was an international bestseller and has been optioned for film by Fox Searchlight
Pictures. Butler graduated from the University of Wisconsin before attending the Iowa Writers' Workshop,
and currently lives in Wisconsin with his wife and their two children.
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The Elephant Whisperer
Learning About Life, Loyalty and Freedom From a
Remarkable Herd of Elephants

Lawrence Anthony
Non-Fiction
Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
Pan Macmillan UK
Pan

ISBN 9781509838530

INR 499

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 384pp

Paperback
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A charming, moving account of one man's race to save a herd of elephants.
When South African conservationist Lawrence Anthony was asked to accept a herd of 'rogue' elephants on
his Thula Thula game reserve in Zululand, his common sense told him to refuse. But he was the herd's last
chance of survival - dangerous and unpredictable, they would be killed if Anthony wouldn't take them in.
As Anthony risked his life to create a bond with the troubled elephants and persuade them to stay on his
reserve, he came to realize what a special family they were, from the wise matriarch Nana, who guided the
herd, to her warrior sister Frankie, always ready to see off any threat, and their children who fought so hard
to survive.
With unforgettable characters and exotic wildlife, this is an enthralling book that will appeal to animal
lovers and adventurous souls everywhere.

Author Bio:
Lawrence Anthony was a highly-respected conservationist and co-founder of The Earth Organization, an
international environmental group. He is the author of Babylon's Ark, about his involvement in saving the
animals in Baghdad Zoo, and The Last Rhinos, detailing his involvement in rescuing the remaining Northern
White Rhinos in the Congo. He sadly died in 2012
Graham Spence is a freelance journalist and author.
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The Duchess
Danielle Steel
Fiction
General Fiction
Pan Macmillan UK
Macmillan
ISBN 9781509860685

INR 399

Pub Date July 13, 2017

Extent 400pp

Paperback

B Format

A richly-drawn, evocative historical novel set in nineteenth century England and Paris, from the world's
favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel.
The incomparable Danielle Steel breaks new ground as she takes us to nineteenth-century England, where a
high-born young woman is forced out into the world—and begins a journey of survival, sensuality, and longsought justice.
Featuring an exclusive foreword by the author.
Angélique Latham has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of
Westerfield, after the death of her aristocratic French mother. At eighteen she is her father's closest, most trusted child,
schooled in managing their grand estate. But when he dies, her half-brothers brutally turn her out, denying her very
existence. Angélique has a keen mind, remarkable beauty, and an envelope of money her father pressed upon her. To
survive, she will need all her resources—and one bold stroke of fortune.
Unable to secure employment without references or connections, Angélique desperately makes her way to Paris,
where she rescues a young woman fleeing an abusive madam—and suddenly sees a possibility: Open an elegant house
of pleasure that will protect its women and serve only the best clients. With her upper-class breeding, her impeccable
style, and her father's bequest, Angélique creates Le Boudoir, soon a sensational establishment where powerful men,
secret desires, and beautiful, sophisticated women come together. But living on the edge of scandal, can she ever make
a life of her own—or regain her rightful place in the world.
From England to Paris and New York, Danielle Steel captures an age of upheaval and the struggles of women in a
male-ruled society—and paints a captivating portrait of a woman of unquenchable spirit, who in houses great or
humble is every ounce a duchess.

Author Bio:
Danielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world's most popular authors, with nearly a billion copies of her novels
sold. Her recent many international bestsellers include Blue, Precious Gifts and The Apartment. She is also the author
of His Bright Light, the story of her son Nick Traina's life and death; A Gift of Hope, a memoir of her work with the
homeless; and the children's books Pretty Minnie in Paris and Pretty Minnie in Hollywood.
Pan Macmillan India
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SAT SUBJECT GUIDES
The Official SAT Subject Test in Biology Study Guide

The only study guide focused on Biology from the actual test makers. This guide also offers never-been
released forms of actual past Biology exams for students to gain real practice.
SAT Subject Tests are a valuable way to help students show colleges a more complete picture of their
academic background and interests. Each year, over 200,000 high school students take a science SAT
Subject Test. Many of today’s careers require science skills, and SAT Subject Tests can provide a fair and
reliable measure of students’ achievement in science subjects in high school. This information can often
enhance a student’s college admission portfolio. Colleges and universities also require or recommend
students to take SAT Subject Tests for admission and/or placement.

9781457309205
The College Board
Rs 1099 ǀ 200pp ǀ TPB
Education & Reference
Mar 07, 2017

The Official SAT Subject Test in Biology Study Guide from The College Board is the only source of official
questions and answer explanations for these exams. Created from the makers of the Subject Tests, this
guide offers never-been released forms of actual past Biology exams for students to gain real practice.
Students will gain valuable experience and raise their confidence by taking practice tests, learning about
test structure, and gaining a deeper understanding of what is tested on the test. The Official SAT Subject
Test in Biology Study Guide will help students get ready for the test with:
• 2 full-length, previously administered tests in Biology
• Detailed answer explanations for every question in both tests
• Exclusive test-taking approaches and tips from the actual test maker

The Official SAT Subject Test in Chemistry Study Guide

The only study guide focused on Chemistry from the actual test makers. This guide also offers neverbeen released forms of actual past Chemistry exams for students to gain real practice.
SAT Subject Tests are a valuable way to help students show colleges a more complete picture of their
academic background and interests. Each year, over 200,000 high school students take a science SAT
Subject Test. Many of today’s careers require science skills, and SAT Subject Tests can provide a fair
and reliable measure of students’ achievement in science subjects in high school. This information can
often enhance a student’s college admission portfolio. Colleges and universities also require or
recommend students to take SAT Subject Tests for admission and/or placement.
The Official SAT Subject Test in Chemistry Study Guide from The College Board is the only source of
official questions and answer explanations for these exams. Created from the makers of the Subject
Tests, this guide offers never-been released forms of actual past Chemistry exams for students to gain
real practice. Students will gain valuable experience and raise their confidence by taking practice tests,
learning about test structure, and gaining a deeper understanding of what is tested on the test. The
Official SAT Subject Test in Chemistry Study Guide will help students get ready for the test with:
• 2 full-length, previously administered tests in Chemistry
• Detailed answer explanations for every question in both tests
• Exclusive test-taking approaches and tips from the actual test maker

9781457309199
The College Board
Rs 1099 ǀ 200pp ǀ TPB
Education & Reference
Mar 07, 2017

The Official SAT Subject Test in Physics Study Guide

The only study guide focused on Physics from the actual test makers. This guide also offers never-been
released forms of actual past Physics exams for students to gain real practice.
SAT Subject Tests are a valuable way to help students show colleges a more complete picture of their
academic background and interests. Each year, over 200,000 high school students take a science SAT
Subject Test. Many of today’s careers require science skills, and SAT Subject Tests can provide a fair and
reliable measure of students’ achievement in science subjects in high school. This information can often
enhance a student’s college admission portfolio. Colleges and universities also require or recommend
students to take SAT Subject Tests for admission and/or placement.

9781457309212
The College Board
Rs 1099 ǀ 200pp ǀ TPB
Education & Reference
Mar 07, 2017

The Official SAT Subject Test in Physics Study Guide from The College Board is the only source of official
questions and answer explanations for these exams. Created from the makers of the Subject Tests, this
guide offers never-been released forms of actual past Physics exams for students to gain real practice.
Students will gain valuable experience and raise their confidence by taking practice tests, learning about
test structure, and gaining a deeper understanding of what is tested on the test. The Official SAT Subject
Test in Physics Study Guide will help students get ready for the test with:
• 2 full-length, previously administered tests in Physics
• Detailed answer explanations for every question in both tests
• Exclusive test-taking approaches and tips from the actual test maker
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Ryan Gattis
Fiction
Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
Pan Macmillan UK
Picador

ISBN 9781509843763

INR 599

Pub Date July 27, 2017

Extent 320pp

TPB

Royal

Set in LA against the backdrop of the 2008 financial crash, this is the story of Rudy Reyes (a.k.a. Glasses), a
gangster-turned-double-agent who wants out of the high-stakes high-risk life criminal life, and Ricky
Mendoza, Junior (a.k.a. Ghost), a DEA safe-cracker with terminal cancer who's got nothing to lose. When
Ghost goes rogue and steals thousands of dollars from a safe that belongs to Rooster, an LA crime lord who
happens to be Glasses' boss, he endangers a deal Glasses had with a DEA official. As Ghost sets out to steal
as much money as he can get his hands on - all with the plan to give it to those hit hardest by the crash - and
Rooster gets ever closer to catching him, Glasses tries desperately to keep his plans on track.
Fast-paced and gritty, Safe is both a moving and human morality tale and an utterly immersive and heartstoppingly suspenseful thriller.

Author Bio:
Ryan Gattis is a writer & educator. He is the author of Kung Fu and All Involved, which won the American
Library Association's Alex Award & the Lire Award for Noir of the Year in France. Gattis lives and writes
in Los Angeles, where he is a member of the street art crew UGLAR works & a founding board member of
1888, a Southern California literary arts non-profit.
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A Crown of Wishes
9781250156099
Rs 399 ǀ 384pp

The Star-Touched Queen
9781250100207
Rs 399 ǀ 384pp

Gauri, the princess of Bharata, has been taken
as a prisoner of war by her kingdom's enemies.
Faced with a future of exile and scorn, Gauri
has nothing left to lose. Hope unexpectedly
comes in the form of Vikram, the cunning
prince of a neighbouring land and her sworn
enemy kingdom. Unsatisfied with becoming a
mere puppet king, Vikram offers Gauri a chance
to win back her kingdom in exchange for her
battle prowess. Together, they'll have to set
aside their differences and team up to win the
Tournament of Wishes-a competition held in a
mythical city where the Lord of Wealth
promises a wish to the victor.

Maya is cursed. With a horoscope that
promises a marriage of Death and Destruction,
she has earned only the scorn and fear of her
father's kingdom. Content to follow more
scholarly pursuits, her whole world is torn apart
when her father, the Raja, arranges a wedding
of political convenience to quell outside
rebellions. Soon Maya becomes the queen of
Akaran and wife of Amar. Neither roles are
what she expected: As Akaran's queen, she
finds her voice and power. As Amar's wife, she
finds something else entirely: Compassion.
Protection. Desire...

Reaching the tournament is just the beginning.
Once they arrive, danger takes on new shapes:
poisonous courtesans and mischievous story
birds, a feast of fears and twisted fairy revels.
Every which way they turn new trials will test
their wit and strength. But what Gauri and
Vikram will soon discover is that there's
nothing more dangerous than what they most
desire.

But Akaran has its own secrets -- thousands of
locked doors, gardens of glass, and a tree that
bears memories instead of fruit. Soon, Maya
suspects her life is in danger. Yet who, besides
her husband, can she trust? With the fate of
the human and Otherworldly realms hanging in
the balance, Maya must unravel an ancient
mystery that spans reincarnated lives to save
those she loves the most. . .including herself.

Author Bio:
Roshani Chokshi comes from a small town in Georgia where she collected a Southern accent, but does not use it
unless under duress. She grew up in a blue house with a perpetually napping bear-dog. At Emory University, she
dabbled with journalism, attended some classes in pajamas, forgot to buy winter boots and majored in 14th century
British literature. She spent a year after graduation working and traveling and writing. After that, she started law
school at the University of Georgia where she's learning a new kind of storytelling.
June 15, 2017 ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal ǀ Juvenile Fiction ǀ Macmillan US ǀ St. Martin's Griffin
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Reading with Patrick is the true story of a teacher, a student who lost his way and the redemptive
power of books.
A memoir of race, inequality and the power of literature told through the life-changing friendship between
an idealistic young teacher and her gifted student who was jailed for murder in the Mississippi Delta.
As a young English teacher keen to make a difference in the world, Michelle Kuo took a job at a tough
school in the Mississippi Delta, sharing books and poetry with a young African-American teenager named
Patrick and his classmates. For the first time, these kids began to engage with ideas and dreams beyond their
small town, and to gain an insight into themselves that they had never had before. Two years later, Michelle
left to go to law school; but Patrick began to lose his way, killing a man and facing a lengthy jail sentence.
And that's when Michelle decided that her work was not done, and began to visit Patrick once a week, and
soon every day, to read with him again.
Finely written in the very best tradition of American long-form narrative, Reading with Patrick by Michelle
Kuo is a story of hope, redemption and the power of books to transform - and even to save - a life.

Author Bio:
Michelle Kuo taught English at an alternative school in the Arkansas Delta for two years. After teaching, she
attended Harvard Law School as a Paul and Daisy Soros Fellow, and worked at a nonprofit for
undocumented immigrants in Oakland, California, on a Skadden Fellowship, with a focus on tenants' and
workers' rights. She also clerked for a federal appeals court judge in the Ninth Circuit. Currently she teaches
courses on race, law, and society at the American University of Paris.
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From the Folio Prize-shortlisted author of Plainsong, Eventide and Benediction, a stunning novel
about finding happiness.
'Absolutely beautiful' The Times
'Luminous' Ursula K Le Guin, Guardian
'I loved Our Souls at Night' David Nicholls
This is a love story.
A story about growing old with grace.
Addie Moore and Louis Waters have been neighbours for years. Now they both live alone, their houses
empty of family, their quiet nights solitary. Then one evening Addie pays Louis a visit.
Soon to be a major film starring Robert Redford and Jane Fonda.
Their brave adventures form the beating heart of Our Souls at Night, Kent Haruf's exquisite final novel.

Author Bio:
Kent Haruf is the author of six novels (and, with the photographer Peter Brown, West of Last Chance). His
honours include a Whiting Foundation Writers' Award, the Mountains & Plains Booksellers Award, the
Wallace Stegner Award, and a special citation from the PEN/Hemingway Foundation; he was also a finalist
for the National Book Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and The New Yorker Book Award.
Benediction was shortlisted for the Folio Prize. He died in November 2014, at the age of seventy-one.
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The fifth book in the O's Little Books and Guides series.
A thoughtful collection of soul-soothing writing, O's Little Book of Calm & Comfort is the antidote to
life's trying times.
Featuring essays and interviews from some of the most celebrated contributors to O, The Oprah Magazine,
this heartening collection offers solace, wisdom, and connection. Among the highlights: Nora Ephron on the
state of rapture that comes from curling up with a good book; Maeve Binchy on the blessings of friends; and
a stirring conversation between Oprah and the American Buddhist nun Pema Chodron that reveals how the
pain we experience can create the possibility of a more joyful life. Together, these pieces from great writers
and celebrated thinkers serve as a reminder that however tumultuous life may become, the world has beauty,
kindness, and love enough to see us through.

Author Bio:
Since its record-breaking launch in 2000, O, The Oprah Magazine has been a trusted and beloved source of
compelling stories and empowering ideas. Reaching twelve million readers each month, the content of O.
Magazine, stamped with Oprah Winfrey's unique vision, encourages confident, intelligent women to reach
for their dreams and make the choices necessary to lead happier, more fulfilling lives. Their range of O's
Little Books include such topics such as Happiness, Friendship and Starting Over.
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Follow-up to New York Times bestselling Team of Teams, Chris Fussell provides the road map for leaders who
want to transition to the perfect team organizational model
In One Mission, former Navy SEAL Chris Fussell draws on his extensive experience of high-pressure team work to
show how organizations can apply lessons from the field to successfully transform their way of doing business becoming flatter, quicker, and much more collaborative across departments and divisions.
Along with sharing his own military experience, Fussell explores industry titans like Intuit and Under Armour, which
have adopted the 'Team of Teams' model in order to unite everyone around single compelling mission. The result is a
'shared consciousness' that drives consistently better results with less friction and inter-group rivalry.
Using case studies and providing practical solutions, One Mission shows how to harness the agility, adaptability, and
cohesion of small teams and break down company silos to deliver extraordinary results across any size of
organization.
One Mission is for any leader who wants to inspire their teams to look beyond their narrow field of vision to
understand - and effectively contribute to - the organization's one true mission.
The steps of transition include:
- Achieving strategic alignment: every organization thinks it has sufficiently communicated its priorities down the
chain of command, but rarely is this alignment sufficient.
- Determining operating rhythm: annual or six-monthly town hall alignment gathers are no longer regular enough to
communicate messages urgently and risk putting entire companies out of date.
- Setting up communication and decision-making processes: not every person in an organization is qualified for the
decision-making freedom ideal in a flexible team. Fussell shows how a hybrid structure can empower and inspire
every person on the team while still restricting the decision-making process appropriately.
- Shifting leadership behaviour: radical humility, beginning with the leader and continuing down the chain of
command, is the key to a successful transition.
Including examples of transition in companies ranging from Intuit to the U.S. Army to small businesses, One Mission
is a practical handbook for anyone looking to evolve their workforce into a highly mobile and effective unit that can
unlock the potential of the individual talents that make up their teams in a way many would have thought impossible.
Author Bio:
Chris Fussell is a Managing Partner at McChrystal Group, and the leader of the McChrystal Group Leadership
Institute. He is also the co-author of the 2015 New York Times bestseller, Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement
for a Complex World.
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The fourth title in the John Puller series to follow Zero Day, The Forgotten and The Escape.
No Man's Land by David Baldacci is an exciting thriller featuring special investigator John Puller, who is pursuing a
case that will send him deep into his own troubled past.
One man demands justice . . .
John Puller is the US Army's most tenacious investigator, but he is not equipped to face the truth about his mother's
disappearance thirty years ago. New evidence has come to light suggesting that Puller's father - a highly decorated
army veteran - may have murdered his wife. When Puller's friend, intelligence operative Veronica Knox, arrives on
the scene, he realizes that there is far more to this case than he first thought. He knows that nothing will prevent him
from discovering what really happened to his mother - even if it means proving that his father is a killer.
. . . the other seeks revenge
Paul Rogers has just been paroled after spending ten years in a high-security prison for murder. And with his freedom
comes a desire to pay back old debts. Harbouring a dark past that changed him in unimaginable ways, Rogers embarks
on a journey across the country, set on a path of revenge against the people who took away his humanity.
As both men uncover a trail of deception that stretches back decades, they soon realize that the truth will bind them
together in ways they could never have imagined.

Author Bio:
David Baldacci is a worldwide bestselling novelist. With his books published in over forty-five languages and in more
than eighty countries, and with over 110 million copies in print, he is one of the world's favourite storytellers. His
works have been adapted for both feature-film and television and his many bestsellers include the rest of the John
Puller series: Zero Day, The Forgotten and The Escape, the Amos Decker and Will Robie series and smash-hit
standalone novels including Absolute Power. David is also the co-founder, along with his wife, of the Wish You Well
Foundation®, a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting literacy efforts across America. David is still a
resident of his native Virginia.
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As dangers multiply, events will come to an explosive climax in the final part of this stunning duology.
Following the astonishing The Abyss Beyond Dreams, Night Without Stars is the epic second and final
part to Peter F. Hamilton's Chronicle of the Fallers.
The planet Bienvenido is in crisis. It has finally escaped the Void, emerging into regular space. But it's
millions of light-years from Commonwealth assistance, and humans are battling the Fallers for control of
their world. This rapacious adversary, evolved to destroy all sentient life, has infiltrated every level of
human society - hijacking unwilling bodies so its citizens fear their leaders, friends and family.
A mysterious figure known as the Warrior Angel leads a desperate resistance. She's helped by forbidden
Commonwealth technology, which gives her a crucial edge. But the government obstructs the Angel's
efforts at every turn, blinded by prejudice and technophobia. As Fallers also prepare to attack from the skies,
she might need to incite rebellion to fight this invasion. But the odds seem impossible.
Then astronaut Ry Evine uncovers one last hope. On a mission against the enemy, his spacecraft damages an
unidentified vessel. This crash-lands on the planet carrying unexpected cargo: a baby. This extraordinary
Commonwealth child possesses knowledge that could save them all. But if the Fallers catch her, the people
of Bienvenido will not survive.

Author Bio:
Peter F. Hamilton was born in Rutland in 1960 and still lives nearby. He began writing in 1987, and sold his
first short story to Fear magazine in 1988. He has written many bestselling novels, including the Greg
Mandel series, the Night's Dawn trilogy, the Commonwealth Saga, the Void trilogy, short-story collections
and several standalone novels including Fallen Dragon and Great North Road.
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The acclaimed author of Last Days of the Dog-Men and The Heaven of Mercury brings to life a
forgotten woman and a lost world in a strange and bittersweet pastoral; a life of quiet nobility and
dignity lived against the background of the American century. For readers of Lori Lansens' The Girls,
Fannie Flagg's Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café and Robert Seethaler's A Whole Life.
'As unexpectedly beguiling as it is affecting.' Daily Mail
Since his award-winning debut collection of stories, Last Days of the Dog-Men, Brad Watson's work has
been as melancholy, witty, strange, and lovely as any in America. Inspired by the true story of his own
great-aunt, he explores the life of Miss Jane Chisolm, born in rural, early-twentieth-century Mississippi with
a genital birth defect that would stand in the way of the central "uses" for a woman in that time and place namely, sex and marriage.
From the country doctor who adopts Jane to the hard tactile labor of farm life, from the sensual and erotic
world of nature around her to the boy who loved but was forced to leave her, the world of Miss Jane
Chisolm is anything but barren. Free to satisfy only herself, she mesmerizes those around her, exerting an
unearthly fascination that lives beyond her still.

Author Bio:
Brad Watson teaches creative writing at the University of Wyoming, Laramie. His first collection, Last Days
of the Dog-Men, won the Sue Kaufman Award for First Fiction from the American Academy of Arts and
Letters; his first novel, The Heaven of Mercury, was shortlisted for the National Book Award, and his
second story collection Aliens in the Prime of Their Lives was shortlisted for the PEN/Faulkner Award for
Fiction.
'Watson's talent is singular, truly awesome; he reminds me of Raymond Carver, Flannery O'Connor, Chris
Offutt in his bravery, his unflinching willingness to look at what might set others running.' A.M. Homes
'Superb . . . Watson . . . has a great heart, and this great heart has made him a great writer.' Independent
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The second and final instalment of 'The Tale of Shikanoko': a bold new epic of a fantastical medieval
Japan from the creator of the global phenomenon 'Tales of the Otori', Lian Hearn, whose books have
sold over four million copies worldwide.
Against a background of wild forest, elegant castles, hidden temples and savage battlefields, the adventure
that began with Emperor of the Eight Islands draws to its thrilling conclusion.
The rightful emperor is lost. Shikanoko is condemned to live, half-man and half-deer, an outlaw in the
Darkwood. Yet the mighty lords who now rule the Eight Islands are prey to suspicion and illness, and
drought and famine choke the realm. Only Shikanoko can bring healing, by restoring the preordained ruler
to the Lotus Throne. And only one person can bring him back from the Darkwood . . .

Author Bio:
Lian Hearn studied modern languages at Oxford University and worked as a film critic and arts editor in
London before settling in Australia. She is the author of Across the Nightingale Floor, the first in the
internationally acclaimed 'Tales of the Otori' series. Grass for His Pillow, Brilliance of the Moon, The Harsh
Cry of the Heron and Heaven's Net is Wide follow.
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A highly topical, award-winning novel from a truly great writer for children
Kiss the Dust by Elizabeth Laird is an unforgettable, award-winning novel of conflict, persecution and the
hardships faced by refugees.
Tara is an ordinary teenager. Although her country, Kurdistan, is caught up in a war, the fighting seems far
away. It hasn't really touched her. Until now.
The secret police are closing in. Tara and her family must flee to the mountains with only the few things
they can carry. It is a hard and dangerous journey - but their struggles have only just begun. Will anywhere
feel like home again?

Author Bio:
Elizabeth Laird is the multi-award-winning author of several much-loved children's books, including The
Garbage King, The Prince Who Walked with Lions and The Fastest Boy in the World. She has been
shortlisted for the prestigious CILIP Carnegie Medal six times. She lives in Britain now, but still likes to
travel as much as she can.
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From the top twenty bestselling author of Killer Heels.
Killer Affair by bestselling author Rebecca Chance explores British reality TV in this gripping thriller.
A shocking betrayal deserves a wicked revenge . . .
Stunning, charismatic Lexy O'Brien is the reigning queen of British reality TV. Her life in front of the
camera is planned and manipulated as successfully as any military assault.
But success breeds jealousy. When you're on top, the only way is down and there's always someone standing
by to give you a shove . . .
Dowdy Caroline Evans, a part-time blogger and writer of erotic fiction, is brought in to chronicle Lexy's life.
Being taken under Lexy's wing is a dream come true for Caroline. But sampling the star's lifestyle is like
tasting the most addictive of drugs, and it's not long before she is craving what she can't possibly have - or
can she?
And as Caroline and Lexy's lives and loves become increasingly entwined, it's only a matter of time before
the hidden rivalry becomes a powder keg waiting to explode . . .

Author Bio:
Rebecca Chance is the pseudonym of crime writer Lauren Henderson. As Rebecca Chance, she has written
the Sunday Times bestselling blockbusters Divas, Bad Girls, Bad Sisters, Killer Heels, Bad Angels, Killer
Queens and Bad Brides.
Born in London, she has lived in Tuscany and New York, and travels extensively to research glamorous
locations for her novels.
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Book of the Year
- The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Time Out and Outlook

Winner of the Sahitya Akademi Award
Ramachandra Guha’s India after Gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains, struggles, humiliations and glories of the
world’s largest and least likely democracy. A riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have rocked a giant
nation, and of the extraordinary individuals and institutions who held it together, it established itself as a classic when it
was first published in 2007.

In the last decade, India has witnessed, among other things, two general elections; the fall of the Congress and the rise of
Narendra Modi; a major anti-corruption movement; more violence against women, Dalits, and religious minorities; a
wave of prosperity for some but the persistence of poverty for others; comparative peace in Nagaland but greater
discontent in Kashmir than ever before. This tenth anniversary edition, revised and expanded, brings the narrative up to
the present.
Published to coincide with seventy years of the country’s independence, this definitive history of modern India is the work
of one of the world’s finest scholars at the height of his powers.

Reviews
‘Finally, here is a history of democratic India that is every bit as sweeping as the country itself. A magisterial work’
Financial Times

‘Guha has given democratic India the rich, well-paced history it deserves’ Washington Post
‘An insightful, spirited and elegantly crafted account of India since 1947’ Times Literary Supplement
‘India after Gandhi is a magnificently told history of the world’s largest democracy. It is a riveting story with unforgettable
characters and towering challenges, immense greatness and extraordinary venality, soaring hopes and profound
disappointment’ India Today
‘It is a formidable undertaking to write in a single volume a history of this vast country … Keeping in proportion the
separate elements of so huge and sprawling a history calls for the finest judgement … Guha rises noble to the challenges:
his history is as comprehensive, balanced and elegantly crafted as any reasonable reader could expect ’ The Spectator
‘Indian democracy’s pre-eminent chronicler’ Time

Ramachandra Guha was born in Dehradun in 1958, and educated in Delhi and Calcutta. He has taught at the universities
of Oslo, Stanford and Yale, and at the Indian Institute of Science. He has been a Fellow of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin,
and also served as the Indo-American Community Chair Visiting Professor at the University of California at Berkeley.
After a peripatetic academic career, with five jobs in ten years in three continents, Guha settled down to become a full-time
writer, based in Bengaluru. His books cover a wide range of themes: they include a global history of environmentalism, a
biography of an anthropologist-activist, a social history of Indian cricket, and a social history of Himalayan peasants. His
entire career, he says, seems in retrospect to have been an extended (and painful) preparation for the writing of India After
Gandhi.
Guha’s books and essays have been translated into more than twenty languages. The prizes they have won include the UK
Cricket Society’s Literary Award and the Leopold-Hidy Prize of the American Society of Environmental History. In 2008,
Prospect and Foreign Policy magazines nominated Guha as one of the world’s one hundred most influential intellectuals. In
2009, he was awarded the Padma Bhushan for services to literature and education. In 2015, he was awarded the Fukuoka
Prize for contributions to Asian culture and scholarship.

Selling Points


Updated and expanded 10th anniversary edition.
The definitive history of India since its Independence.



Well-established classic.



India After Gandhi has sold over 2,00,000 copies worldwide and counting.



Ramachandra Guha is a world-renowned, bestselling historian and scholar.



The go-to book for students, scholars, historians and general readers.
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Author Bio
Janet Tashjian is the author of acclaimed books for young adults, including The Gospel According to Larry, Vote for Larry, Fault
Line, and Multiple Choice. Disney adapted Tru Confessions into a television movie starring Clara Bryant and Shia LaBeouf. Tashjian
studied at the University of Rhode Island and Emerson College. She lives in Needham, Massachusetts, with her family.

Derek Fallon has trouble sitting still and reading. But creating cartoons of his vocabulary words comes
easy. If only life were as simple!
Summer's finally here, and Derek Fallon is looking forward to pelting the UPS truck with water
balloons, climbing onto the garage roof, and conducting silly investigations. But when his parents
decide to send him to Learning Camp, Derek's dreams of fun come to an end. Ever since he's been
labeled a "reluctant reader," his mom has pushed him to read "real" books-something other than his
beloved Calvin & Hobbes.
As Derek forges unexpected friendships and uncovers a family secret involving himself (in diapers! no
less), he realizes that adventures and surprises are around the corner, complete with curve balls. My
Life as a Book is a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

ISBN 9780312672898 ǀ Price Rs 299 ǀ Pub Date Sep 13, 2011 ǀ Imprint Square Fish ǀ TBP ǀ 240pp
Part of the My Life series starring the irrepressible Derek Fallon
Derek Fallon gets the opportunity of a lifetime—to be a stuntboy in a major movie featuring a pretty
teen actress. After accepting the job, he learns that he is the star's stunt double and must wear a wig!
His friends are never going to let him live this down. If that weren't his only problem, his parents are
threatening to give away his pet monkey, and his best friend just posted an embarrassing video of him
on YouTube. Can life get any worse? Still, Derek takes it all in stride and even manages to save the
day.

ISBN 9781250010384 ǀ Price Rs 299 ǀ Pub Date Apr 07, 2015 ǀ Imprint Square Fish ǀ TBP ǀ 288pp

Derek Fallon gets the chance of a lifetime-to participate in a gaming company focus group and to test
out a new video game called "Arctic Ninja." Together with his friends Carly, Matt, and Umberto, Derek
thinks his gaming talents will be showcased. But he soon realizes that everyone has got him beat,
including whiz kid El Cid. On top of that, school reading tests have begun and Derek feels doubly off his
game. Isn't there anything he's good at?

ISBN 9781627796057 ǀ Price Rs 299 ǀ Pub Date Oct 01, 2015 ǀ Imprint Square Fish ǀ TBP ǀ 272pp
In Book 3of the popular My Life series, Derek Fallon's plan to help out a new classmate backfires
miserably.
There's a new kid in Derek Fallon's class. His name is Umberto and he uses a wheelchair. Derek's
family is still fostering Frank the monkey, and Derek thinks it would be great to train Frank to assist
Umberto. But Derek quickly realizes that Umberto is definitely not looking for any help. Derek soon
becomes the butt of Umberto's jokes. On top of that, Umberto starts stealing Derek's cartoon ideas
and claiming them as his own. How did Derek get himself into this mess and how can he find a way
out before he is the laughingstock of school? The answer may very well be his cartoon strip--SUPER
FRANK!

ISBN 9781250073389 ǀ Price Rs 299 ǀ Pub Date Apr 05, 2016 ǀ Imprint Square Fish ǀ TBP ǀ 288pp
A young boy struggles to feel grown up in this fourth book in the bestselling middle-grade My Life
series.
Derek Fallon discovers all the angst that comes with being twelve—he just wants to feel grown up, but
life gets in the way with a series of mishaps that make him look like a baby. He passes out during a
worm dissection in science class, falls flat on his face in gym class and gets a fat lip that causes him to
lisp all day, and his plans for a monster-truck party turn into a bouncy house disaster. Why isn't being
in middle school as great as Derek imagined? Thankfully, with a little help from his friends—and,
ironically, a Toys for Tots fundraiser—things seem like they could start shaping up at last.

ISBN 9781250103888 ǀ Price Rs 299 ǀ Pub Date Apr 11, 2017 ǀ Imprint Square Fish ǀ TBP ǀ 288pp
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The epic final instalment of The Queen of Dreams trilogy - a remarkable children's fantasy series by
Peter F. Hamilton: the UK's bestselling adult-science-fiction author. Beautifully illustrated by Rohan
Eason, this is a future classic in the making.
War is coming - and every leader of every realm has sided with the War Emperor and pledged to fight the
Karrak invaders - apart from Taggie, the teenage Queen of Dreams-to-be.
Aided by an unusual band of allies, including a Karrak Lord, an elf and a feisty skyfolk captain, Taggie
knows that the only way to stop the war is to find the long-lost gateway between our universe and the dark
universe: the home of the Karrak people.
But where do you begin to look for something that was deliberately hidden? And just how much is Taggie
willing to lose in her desperate quest for peace?
A Voyage Through Air is the third and final book in the fantastic The Queen of Dreams children's fantasy
trilogy by award-winning author Peter F. Hamilton.

Author Bio:
Peter F. Hamilton was born in Rutland in 1960 and still lives in that county. He began writing adult science
fiction and fantasy in 1987 and since then has sold over two million books in the UK alone and is the UK's
bestselling science-fiction author. He has two young children who inspired him to write for a younger
audience. A Voyage Through Air is the third and final book in the fantastic The Queen of Dreams children's
fantasy trilogy, which began with The Secret Throne.
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A Voice in the Night is the twentieth compelling crime novel in the phenomenally successful Inspector
Montalbano series by Andrea Camilleri.
It occurred to him that he might not have had anything to do with Strangio's death. It was a voice in
the night, an anonymous voice, that had told him this. A voice in the night that could easily have been
the voice of his conscience.
Feeling his age, as his birthday rolls around once again, Inspector Montalbano decides to cheer himself
up by dealing with a young driver's road rage in his own unique way.
But his joy is short-lived, as at police headquarters he receives an angry phone call from a
supermarket boss; there's been a robbery at his store and Montalbano's colleague is treating him as a
suspect. On arrival at the scene, Montalbano quickly agrees with Inspector Augello that this was no
ordinary break-in, but with the supermarket's infamous links to the Mafia creating problems at every
turn, this isn't going to be an easy case for the inspector to solve.
And to add to the inspector's burden, the young driver he made an enemy of earlier on has returned to
police headquarters to report a shocking crime . . .

Author Bio:
Andrea Camilleri is one of Italy's most famous contemporary writers. His books have sold over 65
million copies worldwide. He lives in Rome. The Inspector Montalbano series, which began with The
Shape of Water, has been translated into thirty-two languages and was adapted for Italian television,
screened on BBC4. The Potter's Field, the thirteenth book in the series, was awarded the Crime
Writers' Association's International Dagger for the best crime novel translated into English. In addition
to his phenomenally successful Inspector Montalbano series, he is also the author of the historical
comic mysteries Hunting Season and The Brewer of Preston.
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Fifty all-new essays that got their authors into Harvard, with updated statistics and analysis, showing
what worked, what didn’t, and how you can do it, too.
With talented applicants coming from the top high schools as well as the pressure to succeed from
family and friends, it’s no wonder that writing college application essays is one of the most stressful
tasks high schoolers face. Add in how hard it is to get started or brag about accomplishments or order
stories for maximum effect, and it’s a wonder that any ever get written.
To help, this completely new edition of 50 Successful Harvard Application Essays gives readers the
most inspiring approaches, both conventional and creative, that won over admissions officers at
Harvard University, the nation’s top ranked college. From chronicling personal achievements to
detailing unique talents, the topics covered in these essays open applicants up to new techniques to
put their best foot forward. It teaches students how to:
-

Get started
Stand out
Structure the best possible essay
Avoid common pitfalls

Each essay in this collection is from a Harvard student who made the cut and is followed by analysis by
the staff of The Harvard Crimson where strengths and weakness are detailed to show readers how they
can approach their own stories and ultimately write their own high-caliber essay. 50 Successful
Harvard Application Essays’ all-new essays and straightforward advice make it the first stop for
applicants who are looking to craft essays that get them accepted to the school of their dreams.

Author Bio:
THE HARVARD CRIMSON has been the daily newspaper of Harvard University since 1873. Published
from Cambridge, MA, The Crimson is the nation’s oldest continually-operating daily college newspaper.
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